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 KITS INCLUDES: 

 HD camera 

 Dual IPS LCD 

 14 servos 

 3 sensors 

FEATURES: 

TEACHING ASSISTANT 

AlphaMini can deploy customized teaching activities on either a one-to-

one basis or in small groups. He can help educators to teach core subjects 

including reading, writing, math, English…as well as a wide range of fields 

linked to robotics such as mechanics, motion control and computer 

science. 

INCREASING STUDENT ENGAGEMENT 

AlphaMini has been designed to make its interaction with human beings as 

natural and intuitive as possible. He can easily build emotional links with 

teachers and students with his eye-catching appearance, vivid facial 

expressions and highly humanlike behaviors such as sneezing. 

AI ROBOTIC CURRICULUM INCLUDED 

Developed in conjunction with educators in this field, the curriculum of 

AlphaMini has been tested and optimized to impart AI robotic learning. 

Students can also foster teamwork, project management, problem solving 

and communication skills during the process. 

STUDENTS CREATING THEIR OWN INTELLIGENT WORLD 

AlphaMini is a fully programmable robot. Based on the “Learning + 

making” education approach, the AlphaMini platform allows students to 

learn and practice AI robotic technologies and skills, which leads to finally 

innovate.  

  

AGE:  Middle School, Year 9-11 

HOURS: 30+ Course Hours 

OPERATING SYSTEM: IOS & Android 

 

EXPERIENCING AND EXPLORING AI ROBOTIC APPLICATIONS 

The humanoid robot AlphaMini is the ideal platform for teaching 

AI robotic knowledge and applications at various levels. He can 

serve as both a versatile teaching assistant and an essential 

carrier for AI robotic curriculum delivery. 

 Gyroscope 

 4 mic array 

 Stereo sound 

 Communication kit 

 

  UBTECH SELF-DEVELOPED OPEN ROSA PLATFORM 

AlphaMini is embedded with ROSA, an open platform with Android-based SDK and documents which can be 

combined with external educational applications and services. Based on the highly extensible platform educators 

can customize their teaching activities while students can acquire more learning resources. 

  


